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“TELL ’EM ABOUT THE ‘DREAM,’ WILLIAM JR.,  
TELL ’EM ABOUT THE ‘DREAM’!”

Adaptation of the 1963 I Have a Dream speech83

On April 4, 1968/ The world lost a King 
On April 4, 2015/ A King was born

I say to you today, Black Americans [applause], we are living in trying 
times. My soul is weary. But we must be steadfast in our efforts to promote 
change. Many of us are mad at the world, and rightfully so. Please know 
that in a mad world, only the mad are sane.84 

In the face of these trying times, I still have a dream. [applause] It is a 
dream deeply rooted in the social construction of race and the ideology of 
racism: It is a world without racism. I want to end racism! [enthusiastic 
applause]

I have a dream that one day White supremacy will be abolished: “We 
hold these truths to be self-evident, that all [human beings] are created 
equal.” [applause] For White supremacy to end, White people must hold 
each other accountable. [enthusiastic applause] In the words of Socrates, 
“From the deepest desires often come the deadliest hate.” [applause]

I have a dream that one day White law enforcement officers will be held 
responsible for their assault on Black bodies. [enthusiastic applause] 

I have a dream that one day our nation will stop creating laws that further 
enslave Black women and men. [applause] We need to address the racially 
disparate treatment of Black Americans at every stage of the criminal 
justice system. [enthusiastic applause]

I have a dream that one day on the streets of Chicago, Baltimore, St. 
Louis, New Orleans, and cities around the USA, Black women and men 
will sit down together at the table of sisterhood and brotherhood and 
stop murdering each other. [enthusiastic applause]

I have a dream that my little boy, William T. Hoston II, will one day live 
in a nation where he will never, ever, be afraid to be Black. [applause] It is 
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my dream that he will be able to “Predict the behavior of the oppressor,” 
which will be a mighty weapon. [enthusiastic applause] 

I have a dream that Black Americans will not have to show the USA that 
Black Lives Matter. [enthusiastic applause] Thomas Jefferson once said, “I 
tremble for my country when I reflect that God is just; that his justice 
cannot sleep forever.”85 These words hold truth. We will rise, and when 
we stand up, a new day will beckon. [enthusiastic applause]
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